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Complete Characterization of
Control Systems:

Testing I 801~line linear-resolution FFT analysis
I Phase-continuous swept sine fre~

quency response measurements
outstandig"'pi‘erfo|-mance in I True differential inputs for infcircuit A
Electronic Applications: tae;tF')Ti%e";’;t Om '"S"ume"tat'°n

: iOOq1BdCl%/Qgdnli gaggdeegree frequency Analyséis 9"“ I Smtqpie mah Operations '8; you C|Om'd
response accuracy for precise results 95'9" DU e Open Oop response mm C O39

I Built-in noise and sine wave sources L§)pgneasur§rQentsf.tt. I .th
meet your testing needs a Vance Urve ' mg a 90" m

. can extract up to 40 poles and 40
Spectrum I i 0.15 dB amplitude accuracy zeroes from a measured St

Analysis I 25.6 uHz resolution over the entire Sy em
i d 400 kHZf I Frequency Response Synthesis can

c o requency rangeAM, PM and PM demoduiaon gredusegg model network magnitude

capability p
, Waveform I Storage of sampled data internally, or

Analysis externally using HP-IB disc drives
I Recall data as many times as needed

for baseband and zoom analysis

Versatile Anslysis of
Mechanical Systems:

Structural I Logarithmic-resolution analysis
Dynamics matches the true response of propor-

tionatbandwidth systems
I Burst-random noise and burst-sine

chirp signals reduce leakage and save
measurement time

I Direct-to-disc storage of sampled data
allows detailed analysis with a wide
range of measurements

Machinery I Engineering units for user-defined dis-
Vibration play annotation: “g’s”, “ips", etc.

I External sampling allows normaliza»
tion of the frequency axis for order
analysis

I Orbit diagrams (time 1 versus time 2)
simplify visual analysis of rotational
dynamics
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he HP 3562A Dynamic Signal Ana- A

lyzer is more than a piece of test equip- 7

ment: it is the embodiment of a well
designed solution to an engineering
problem. In the development and man-
ufacture of electronic and mechanical
systems, the HP 3562A has the per-
formance, versatility and intelligence to
work with you every step of the way:
testing, analysis, documentation and
automation.

Testing: Versatility is the Key
Accurate measurements are a basic

requirement of every testing process.
From dc to 100 kHz, the HP 3562A per-
forms fast, accurate network, spectrum
and waveform measurements. A wide
range of measurements such as power
spectrum, histogram, frequency
response, cross correlation and orbits
can be performed on analog signals or
sampled data stored on an external
disc—stored by the HP 3562A without
an external computer. Additionally, data
from either channel can be stored in an
internal buffer for waveform and spec- if

trum analysis.
Through direct control of digital plotters v~~
and external disc drives, the HP 3562A E359 of U591 O"'L|ne He|P
helps you solve documentation prob- To be effective, a new tool must be

A"a|V5'55 Bu||t'|" c°mPut""9 lems efficiently. Store measurements easy to learn and easy to use. “Ease of
POW9l' and setup states on disc, or plot fully use" is a promise that the HP 3562A

Once data is gathered, interpretation annotated results for hardcopy makes and keeps. Logically arranged
and analysis are enhanced by the <;Qm- documentation. groups of keys perform direct actions or
puting power built into the HP 3562A. activate softkey menus. For instant
Subtract a stored calibration trace, -P, x A _ assistance, the front panel “Help” key
display impulse response, or convert Automauom w'th or w'th°ut provides on-line display of detailed key
acceleration to velocity or displacement C°mPute"5 descriptions.
—manually or automatically. The HP 3562A is programmable via

For detailed analytical modeling of HP-lB, or with a built-in key sequence
systems, the HP 3562A’s advanced learning function called Auto Sequence
Curve Fitter can extract system poles programming. Measurements, analysis
and zeroes from a measured frequency operations and documentation func-
response. Conversely, the Frequency tions can be automated by entering the
Response Synthesis capability can con- necessary keystrokes into an Auto
vert a user-entered math model of a Sequence program. Develop powerful
system into the predicted magnitude multifunction tests in the HP 3562A: an
and phase responses. Auto Sequence program can loop with

timed pauses between each iteration,
start at a programmed time, or even

Documentation: Control Discs start another Auto Sequence program.
and Plotters

ln today’s world of productivity and
quality assurance, efficiency is meas-
ured with documented test results.
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I n the bench or in a measurement
system, confidence in results is based
on performance and versatility, qualities
built into the HP 3562A. In electronic
applications, the HP 3562A is a very
flexible and cost-effective solution for
network, spectrum and waveform
analysis.

Network Analysis
For fast adjustment of filters or for

high volume testing of networks, the
HP 3562A is a real-time solution: high-Q
devices can be measured with 1 Hz res-
olution in 1 second. Two input channels
and a built-in source fulfill the basic
requirements for frequency response
measurements. The HP 3562A goes
beyond the basics with 801 lines of fre-
quency resolution, 80 dB of dynamic
range and channel match of i 0.1 dB
and i 0.5 degree.

FFT or Swept Sine Testing
lf you need fast network characteriza-

tions or detailed swept sine measure
ments, the HP 3562A provides a flexible
solution. Test network response with

‘ Linear Resolution FFT analysis, up to 5 .

decades of Logarithmic Resolution
analysis, or true swept measurements
with the Swept Sine mode. Within

l
Swept Sine an input-autoranging function

\ makes it possible to test active devices S P

with more than 130 dB of gain or
l attenuation. Trace Markers and Waveform Math

. . . Thorough analysis of test results is
BL%té||'i1n:gr'§e§gddz:/'i1§ei(::j"e":St fast and easy with the computing power
determines vxqicht of Stim | .H of the HP 3562A. Measure and store a

- - yp U U W' calibration trace, then use block-opera-
y'e.|d ODt'mum_test results‘ random tion Waveform Math and the stored
PO88 gr n-Onihrlar degces and smedfor trace to normalize a network measure-
inear evices e ran om noise an

tssisiszstiis;2§.“s:izrtaiizz“.%a*“e ill?’-i’?%aé%°§é§§§Yl°§~i?ii”$§"S
band-translated to reduce out-of-band icgigtsely with mdependem X and Y
effects. And, unlike most Dynamic Sig- '

nal Analyzers, the source is fully HP-IB
programmable.

- Display frequency
In Swept Sine mode, the source pro fesponse magnitude and

sweeps with user-defined start and stop Outrwtpower. with single.

frequencies. Significant parameters “P/99’//Owe’ 0’ f’°”'/Pack
such as sweep rate and direction can MOW”) f°'ma’S'
also be selected, giving you complete
testing flexibility.

duces phase-continuous linear or log phase, as We//as/npufgf $
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Spectrum Analysis...

On-line analysis of distortion, drift,
modulation and phase noise can benefit
from the speed and accuracy of the
HP 3562A. High resolution measure-
ments are typically 100 times faster than
swept spectrum analyzers—and, since
it is a Fourier transform-based analyzer,
the HP 3562A will let you see transient
events that a swept analyzer would
probably miss. Detailed spectral analy-
sis is simplified by the fastsetup zoom

‘ capability and by the flexibility of the
HP 3562A display and markers.
Observe time and frequency traces
simultaneously. Display a full 100 l<Hz
spectrum on one trace and a zoom
spectrum on the other for fast on-line
analysis. Read signal levels with 0.01
dB resolution using single-point,
harmonic and sideband markers.

P

Demodulation can com-
pute and display the
modulating signal as a fre-
quency spectrum and as
a time waveform.

Ei~~ -

Waveform Analysis
Perform complete analysis of time

waveforms and transients with the
HP 3562A Time Capture and Time
Throughput data recording modes.
Sample, digitize and record waveforms
containing frequencies up to 100 kHz
with complete alias protection. Analyze
the recorded waveform with 801 lines of
frequency resolution over the original
measurement span, or with post-cap-
ture zoom analysis.

Internal Storage Buffer
Time Capture features a 20K-sample

buffer which can store up to 10 time
records of gap-free time data. Scroll
through the 20K-sample buffer and dis-
play time records and linear spectra.
Measure power spectra and histo-
grams; the HP 3562A computes a
measurement from captured data just
as it would with an analog input signal.
Frequency resolution can be increased
with zoom factors up to 10 times the
original resolution.

High resolution zoom
measurements and spe-
cial function markers sim-
plify analysis ol distortion
and sidebands.

»?»'- -1.

...With Demodulation
Complex modulated signals can be

separated and analyzed in the time or
frequency domains with the HP 3562A
Demodulation capability. Signals on
either input channel can be analyzed
independently with AM, FM or PM
demodulation. Specify a carrier fre-
quency up to 99.9 kHz, or let the auto-
carrier algorithm find it for you. This
measurement capability can be a
powerful addition to audio and speech
spectral analysis.

External Disc Storage
Lengthy or one-time events can be

sampled and stored in an external
HP-IB disc drive with the Time
Throughput mode. Store up to 32,000
time records (134 Megabytes) per
throughput session for later analysis as
individual 2048-point records. Fre-
quency domain analysis can benefit from
the 12.5 kHz real-time bandwidth and
zoom factors greater than 32,000 times
the original resolution. Throughput data
can also be analyzed using the HP
3562A Demodulation capability.

Trigger Flexibility
A complete array of triggering

capabilities are available in both wave-
form recording modes, including pre-
and post-trigger delay. Catch the rising
edge of a transient. Compensate for
network delays. Trigger a measurement
manually, automatically or via HP-IB.

Capture and display time
data as a compressed
block, an expanded block,
or as a linear or power
spectrum.



he design, test and analysis of
closed loop control systems often
requires a variety of tools: desktop
computers, dual»channel FFT analyzers
and swept sine frequency response
analyzers. Increase your efficiency with
the HP 3562A, a singleinstrument
solution for servo system design and
test engineers. From the front panel
of the HP 3562A you can:

1
I Create a table of poles and zeroes and

transform it into a frequency response
; I Measure frequency or impulse

response with FFT or Swept Sine
testing

S
I Compute open loop response from a

closed loop measurement
I Extract and tabulate poles and zeroes

from a measured response

System Modeling Aids Designers
Model the response of a system,

before you build it, in the same device
that will be used to test it. Describe your
system or compensation network in a
pole/zero, pole/residue or ratio»of-poly-
nomials format. The HP 3562A Fre-
quency Response Synthesis capability

l will transform a table of pole/zero, pole/
residue or polynomial values into a
display of magnitude and phase over
a specified frequency span. As an
enhancement to analysis, a table in

l one format can be converted to either of
the other two with a single command.

i
For complete documentation, synthe»
sis tables and synthesized responses
can be plotted or stored in an external
disc drive.

A\
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Address All of Your Testing
Needs

Characterization of system stability
begins with a measurement of the con-
trol loop frequency response To meet
the demanding needs of control loop

" testing, the HP 3562/\ contains three
types of frequency response measure-
ment: Linear Resolution FFT, Log Reso-
lution and true Swept Sine. A pair of
differential input channels let you make
measurements in the loop without
instrumentation amplifiers. The built-in
signal source lets you choose the right

| stimulus for your system: random noise,
fast sine chirps or sine sweeps.

~ >’3<'’ Linear Resolution FFT
Linear Resolution is the constant-res-

olution measurement technique com-
mon to all Dynamic Signal Analyzers.
Perform accurate, informative frequency
response measurements with 801 lines
of frequency resolution. Display magni-
tude, phase, input and output power for
fast, complete characterization of a sys-
tem. Testing flexibility is enhanced by
the built-in signal source: test non-linear
systems with random noise and averag-
ing: use fast sine chirps to characterize
non-linearities or to perform fast meas-
urements of linear systems.

Q -
i'r.‘€tS.<i%s=-
Swept Sine

The HP 3562A Swept Sine capability
features the phase-continuous linear
and log sweep frequency response
measurements typically found in fre-
quency response analyzers. Swept Sine
is enhanced with several powerful fea-
tures: the source offers dc-offset, bi-
directional sweep, manual sweep, and
automatic level control; the input section
provides either manual or automatic
selection of integration time and effective

Swep, SW6 mew/,e_ sweep rate. For high performance sys-
ments can display the tems, an input-autoranging sweep func-
/ristoritoooos rnoooitoooi tion can measure frequency responses
ifhase am f’e‘7”e”°l with more than 130 dB of dynamic range.fl termecliate results can
be plotted hile the mw eas-
urement continues.

Linear Resolution meas-
urement ofa control
system displayed on log
frequency scale with
slope marker.

 ‘>~- P £1.

Logarithmic Resolution
This measurement technique uses

Linear Resolution FFT data to create a
measurement similar to, but faster than,
an equivalent log-sweep swept sine
test: logarithmically-spaced “filters” are
formed by combining, rather than just
reformatting, Linear Resolution points.
This technique addresses the natural
response of systems by concentrating
resolution in the lower half of a meas-

i ured decade while maintaining good
Log ReSO,U,,O,, mea$U,e_ resolution in the upper half. Frequency
ment olthe same control FGSDOHSG and DOWGF SDGCUUFTI FY1688-
oystorit Proportional rooo» urements can be performed acrosst to
/Um” p’°V’deS ’mp’°Ved 5 decades with 80-point-per-decaderesolution at lower lre- .

quencies and reduced resolunon
variance at upper
frequencies.



Curve Fit pole/zero table
for the Log Resolution
measurement on page 9.

Advanced Functions for System
Analysis

To complete the cycle of design, test
and analysis, powerful computing and
analysis capabilities have been built into
the HP 3562A. A measured response
can be analyzed graphically in the time
and frequency domains, or numerically Detailed P0|e/Z6l'0 Analysis
as 3 iabie or are-,r|yii¢a| values Use \/erify a design analytically with the feature. Enter a sequence of math oper-

Waveform l\/lath to compute functions HP 3562A CW/6 Fillet QHCQ 8 ll6~

that may have id be derived indirectly queney reeeenee has been measured,
such as open loop response. For the Curve Fitter will estimate the Laplace can be computed and displayed on-line

for fast analysis.numerical analysis, the HP 3562A domain transfer function of the device
Curve Fitter can display results as a using up to 40 poles and zeros. A single
table or poles and zeroes for l_aplaC6 command will transfer the pole/zero val-

domain analysis. ues into the frequency Response Syn-
thesis table where conversion into pole/
residue or polynomial formats can take
place.

Conceptually, the Curve Fitter is a
mathematical process which creates a
“best fit" model of the measured
response “curve”. A typical system
with 10 poles and 1O zeroes can be fit
and tabulated in less than 60 seconds.

The Curve Fitter was designed for
use in the feedback control system
environment. lts multiple degree of free-
dom (M DOF) algorithm can fit an entire
response simultaneously—a typical sin-

Frequency '9$l30”59 gle degree of freedom (S DOF) curve fit-

mea5”’eme”’5 ca” be ms‘ ter will only fit one resonance at a time.
played in Nyquist (real vs. . . . .

,magma,y) and N,C,,O,S Further, good noise immunity in the
(log magnitude vs phase) algorithm means that accurate results
lermete can be obtained in a typical noisy meas-

urement environment.

The synthesis capability
can compute and display
the predicted frequency
response of a system.
Data can come from the
curve fitter or from a table
of user-entered values.

Data-Block Math Computations
Built-in Waveform l\/lath capabilities

make manipulation of entire data blocks
as easy as pressing the keys on a hand-
held calculator. Subtract a real or com-
plex constant to normalize a result.
Convert a closed loop measurement
into an open loop response for stability
analysis. Use the inverse FFT capability
to derive the impulse response of a sys-
tem. All without an external computer,
and all from the front panel of the
analyzer.

Computation on data, as it is taken,
can be performed using the Auto l\/lath

ations into the Auto Math program:
results such as coherent output power

Expanded portion ol
a computed open-/oop
response of a control sys-
tem. Markers indicate the
gain margin (- 4. 75 dB)
at the —18O° phase
crossing.

For time domain analysis,
the impulse response can
be displayed as a meas-
urement or a computed
result. W
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he HP 3562A is a valuable asset in
the development and manufacture of
electronic and mechanical products.
Within the product development cycle
shown here, the HP 8562A can contrib-
ute directly to three areas; Model, Test
and Analyze. The diagram can also
represent the development of the man-
ufacturing process for the new product.
Within this process, the HP 3562A can
increase testing productivity and make
analysis more efficient in statistical qual-
ity control.

Product Development

Model
Systems and compensation networks

can be modeled and refined in the
same device which will be used to test
the actual system. A designer can enter
a pole/zero, pole/residue or polynomial
[preseiwtation of the system, thensyg Manufaetl-||'|"9 A'1T?|%$;hthe

esize requency response mag ni u e - 1

and phase over a selected frequency Tege HP 3562A Offers severa| can become an lnregrar Parr or '3 net‘
snen capabilities which improve testing pro- Worked System‘ AddtttOnetty' direct

. . . t l fdt d t h ff?
Test ducmv-.0“ 8 bench O’ in 8 test We 22%;? ii St§?sti§'§ie§nZTy§Q°§§t§ t

Fret eno sweet Srne testrng oeoe’ tern‘ the tnstrumertt can Operate as a is stored on a disc in the same format
bilities are standard features in the network» secrmm or W5“/etorrn Fina‘ Used by Hp desktop cOmpUterS_tranS
HP 35e2A- sereer measurements tyzerfrne Stenet generator tor network ferring data to the quality assurance
such as frequency response, impulse analysis is built-in. Instrument configura— Computer is picking Up

resoonse etno nrstogrern rne oorrtrn trot? can be Crtlarteed Ctutfckni Wttrtt ‘Terr disc from the test station. For graphical
source generates random noise and U8 Qt e><Tem<'=1 storage O $9 UP S 3 99 i - th Hp 3562A | mrO|
sine signals for testing linear and non- We |nY9_m@|tY and more 9><r9ma||Y On gegettsrgiougrs to Create gtrtdigggf
linear systems. A pair of true differential magnerlg dl$<(3j-_ Meétfglrementsdcan QLSO measurements‘
inputs let you measure in»circuit without be SYQFQ On '80- en Stole i 93¢
e)<te|'|']a| ingtrumgntatign amp|ier$_ d|SC MG IS labelled With the TIFUG and

date.
Anatyze . Automation without computers can

rest resorts een oe orsoreyeo eno . be accomplished through a built»in
eneryzeo es rreooenoy resoonse nte9n" function called Auto Sequence pro—

tooe eno onesei e teere or notes eno gramming. For computer-based auto-
zeroes’ eno rnore: enereeterrze teen mated testing, the l—lP 3562A is also
stability using built-in Waveform Math fuuy |_H;>_|B programmabkl Enhance
eno trte Versetrre treee rnerkers" Doetr interactive testing with the ability to
rnent resorts Wttrt neroeooyi or Set./e create custom softkey menus, graphics
resorts tn rness storeee trtrooert otreet and messages—outputs to drive e><ter—
controlof digital plotters and l—lP-lB na| |arge_Screen anabg dismays are
disc drives. Standard
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n the world of mechanical analysis, the
HP 3562A is equipped to handle your
most demanding problems in structural
analysis, vibration and noise control. As a
dual-channel Dynamic Signal Analyzer,
the HP 3562A can perform single-chan-
nel analysis of vibration spectra as well

Burst random noise stim-
ulus (upper trace) lets the
response (lower trace)
decay before the end of
the time record. The result
is shorter measurement
times due to reduced leak-
age arid fewer averages.

Throughput Data to a Disc Drive
When access to prototypes are limited,

make your test time more efficient with
the Time Throughput capability: the
HP 3562A can store data in an external
HP-IB disc drive without the aid of a com-
puter. Set up a measurement and specify

as cross-channel orbit and frequengyjd how much data is to be collected. Time
response function measurements. . data will be sampled, digitized and stored
the HP META Structural Analysis software En;:)??;gg(;'?§s?g_l§s;'rBgtures the directly on the disc for later analysis. Dur-

and an HP Series 300 computer for a HP 3562A can S eed d -m H’ ing analysis, setup a measurement as

powerful structural analysis system.

Structural Dynamics
Structures respond to forces by vibrat-

ing and deforming. Whether the vibra-
tions are caused by operating forces or
a test hammer or shaker, the HP 3562A
makes it easy to measure and identify
resonances.

Shaker Testing with Linear or Log
Resolution

The HP 3562A provides several fea-
tures designed to save you time during
shaker tests. Autoranging input channels
and built-in signal source save setup
time. Actual testing time can be reduced
with:
I Burst Random and burst sine chirp sig-

nals when testing lightly damped struc-
tures, and. . .

I Logarithmic Resolution measurements,
with random noise, for broadband tests.
The HP 3562A Log Resolution

capability is optimized for broadband
testing of mechanical resonances. Reso-
lution is concentrated in the lower half of
a decade while good resolution is main-
tained in the upper half.

For high resolution characterization of
closely spaced resonances, zoom meas-
urements with 801-point Linear Resolu-
tion are still the best solution. A wide
range of zoom spans let you select the
resolution you need anywhere in the
measurement range of the HP 3562A.

toughest mechanical frigughcy? is/s>p%Lnrse you normauy Wouid and the HP 3562A
function measurements. Perform impact Wm recau and lmcess. the data_aS many
tests faster and with better results using “mes as necessary Wm baseband or
selectable pre- and post-trigger delays Zoom ana|yS'S'
and force/response windows. Save time |v|qda| Ana|y5i5 Sgware
when averaging with Automatic Overload All of the previously mentioned meas-

Reie@YlOn—ralher than Starting a new urement capabilities make the HP 3562A
Qlollp of averages» <3 meawlemelli that a powerful structural dynamics analyzer.

overloads an input channel will be Add to those capabilities the HP META

lelecled from The aVela9e- Structural Analysis software and an HP
Series 300 computer. The result is a
multi-purpose structural analysis system
with powerful computation and analysis
capabilities. Perform Modal Analysis with
the HP META-MODAL software, Struc-
tural Modification Simulation with the HP
META-MODS software and Forced

HP META 5,,uC,u,a, A,,a,y_ Response Simulation with the HP META-

sis software provides corn- FORCE software. Contact your local H P

D/919 $UH<>wr@/ _t¢§l and Sales Representative for details.
analysis capabilities.
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For acoustic intensity
analysis, the imaginary
part of the cross power
spectrum can be dis-
played. Harmoriic markers
highlight mu/tip/es of the
fundamental.

Machinery Vibration 55;/;Q,,§);€§(§Zig;a;Q,U,p.
A i |ii_ Ur Se rnentrequirements for

solTiikti(e: fi>?En€1ihinSe?ymrrtilonitori$ig, bal- :7’:/”’;§?;’”a°”’”e’y
ancing and analysis. As a Dynamic Sig- y '

nal Analyzer, the HP 3562A provides
fast, detailed displays of machine vibra-
tion spectra. Two input channels let you
monitor two points on a machine for fast
balancing, or for cause and effect analy-
sis in gear trains.

Predictive Maintenance
Signature analysis is the process of *

measuring beeeline vlbrenene and dee A New Vibration Analysis Acoustic Intensity
Umelmng the leeehe for mule eel” Technique Acoustic intensity measurements are
Pallsolli Thlsvemlle DFOCQSS '3 ea$y To Within a rotating machine, blade pass becoming increasingly popular in noise
'me'emem_W‘lh the HP 356_2A- D'_eP|eV and gear mesh vibrations combine with control applications: measurements can
the leeuhe ‘n elders ef lelellen Uemg running speed resonances to form com- be made in almost any acoustic
_e><Yema| $amD|'_llQ- Save meeeelememe plex vibrations. Analysis of complex environment and tests are much faster
!" an eemel <Il!S@ Cleve let meiwleelw vibrations is simplified by the HP 3562A than traditional lead-wrapping tech-
'“9 er held eemee leleleneefgel held‘ with a technique known as Demodula- niques. By adding a pair of high quality
COPY of $_'9_'lelUlee elU'ek|Y Wm‘ en tion. Demodulation lets you separate microphones to an HP 3562A, Cross
HPGL d'9'la' l3'euel- the blade pass or gear mesh compo- Power Spectrum measurements can be
Machinery Baiancing nents from the running speed—even if made which will indicate sound inten-

Baiancing Oi roiaiing machinery is the running speed is unknown—for sity and direction at the test point.
often performed to ensure long, reliable dlleel ana|Y5'$ Ollhe l_Fe¢lU9ll@V and
Operation The i_ip 3562A deiivers a amplitude of the individual components.
powerful multi-plane balancing solution For Further information
V‘/‘til dU_e"ehenne' meeeU_'emente- Use regarding rotating machinery analysis
the orbit diagram capability to detect Wirn Dynamic Signai Analyzers‘ niease
ehe eemerhne meme” F'eqUeneV refer to Hewlett-Packard Application
response can be Used to meeewe Vela‘ Note 243-1, “Effective Machinery Main-
We Phase between elli’ TWO _e'9ne|e? tenance Using Vibration Analysis",
Compete the be|ene'n_9 Selene“ from available from your Hewlett-Packard
the measured data using Auto Saies Represeniaiiver
sequence programming and Waveform
l\/lath.
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ersatile automation capabilities in the
HP 3562A help you create productive
solutions for your automated testing
needs. As a standalone solution, the
analyzer can learn a series of key-
strokes and perform them on com-
mand. ln “system controller” mode, the
HP 8562A can command HP-IB disc
drives and HP-GL plotters for mass stor-
age and hardcopy documentation.
And, for HP-IB systems, the dual-
and single-channel measurement
capabilities address a wide range
of testing needs.

Control Disc Drives and Plotters g__?_ _ _
Mass storage of measurements and

hardcopy plots are a vital part of any
well-documented engineering process.
With the HP 3562A, documentation is

A as easy as pressing the PLOT or DISC
hardkeys: software drivers for HP-lB
disc drives and HP-GL plotters are pro-
grammed into the analyzer. Copy setup
states, measurements, Synthesis or""“” , , Curve Fit tables and Auto Sequences - programs directly from the display to< disc or hardcopy.

 **=“1*f*i¢~“ ~

Programmable from the
P A Front Panel Stated simply, Auto Sequence pro-

gramming is computer aided engineer-
mes’ aw/th a/phagumer/C ing without a computer. Teach the
,abe/$7 ,5 ma,-ma,-med by HP 3562A a series of keystrokes to per-
the HP 3562A. Date and form measurements, Waveform Math
Ume 0’ 519/896 aids ll” computations, disc and plotter opera-
’de”"f’°a”°”" tions, and more. The HP 3562A can

hold as many as five independent or
interrelated Auto Sequence programs—
additional programs can be stored on
an external disc. For unattended test-
ing, an Auto Sequence program can be
set to start automatically at a specified
time and repeat at regular intervals. By
adding an external disc and an HP-Gl_
plotter, the HP 3562A can become the
center of a powerful standalone test
station.
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Automated test systems can benefit

point data blocks. Analyze results visu-

4 
1

performance. Add two 13-bit analog-to-L t digital converters that provide afull
AdVanCed Pl‘OCeSSing 80 dB Qf dynamic range

Explore advanced levels of signal Once the data is digitized, two HP
processing via the HP-lB. For spe- proprietary multiple-path digital filters
cialized analysis, generate custom win- provide over 60 baseband and zoom
dow shapes in a computer and transfer spans with full alias protection. Data
them to the analyzer. Access the inter- manipulation and internal control are

I ’ nal signal processing commands performed by three processors working
directly for powerful 32-bit computing: in parallel: an instrument control proc-
perform floating point block math, on essor, a dedicated FFT processor and a
real or complex values, with specifiable 32-bit floating-point processor. Finally, a
block sizes up to 32K-points. Perform 50 fourth processor shows you the results
ms Fast Fourier Transforms on 2048- on the HP vector display.

c

from the versatilit and ro rammabilit —IIII—IIIIIIIIlee<' n

of the HP 3562A.yPerfoiPm go-to-100 kHyz Advamed Te¢h"°|°9V
spectrum and network measurements The HP 3552/\ DYhamlC Slghal Aha-
with this single instrument. Single-chan- lyzer really i8 FhOle than 8 Dieee Of test

A nel spectrum analysis can be per- equipment. High performance analog
i formed with 10 kHz real-time bandwidth. and digital technologies have been
' Network analysis is easy to implement combined to create a versatile testing

4)
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For interactive testing,
create custom graphics
and on-screen messages

3 1: via HP-/B programming
of the vector display

(5

ally: the processed block can be trans-
Programmaue f°|' ferred to the HP 3562A display for quick
HP-IB Systems interpretation.

with the programmable $Ql_]|’Ce and {W0 and analysis SO|UIiOl’1 WhiCh Wi|| meet
autoranging input channels. For analy- VOL" bench ahd $3/Stem heeds h0W ahd
sis, data blocks can be transferred ih lhe1‘UlUte-
rapidly to the test system computer with Oh The 8I"I8|Og Side. begin with 8 Dalt

I simple HP-|B Commandg of differential inputs with fully specified



pecifications describe the instrument's warranted perform- Spans: Baseband Zoom
ance. Supplemental characteristics are intended to provide # of spans 66 64
information useful in applying the instrument by giving typi- .

cal, but non-warranted, performance specifications. Supple- mm Span 1024 mHZ 2048 mHZ
mental characteristics are denoted as ‘typical,’ ‘nominal,’ iTi8>< Span 100 KHZ 100 KHZ

Of ‘aDl3l0Xlm@t9lY-’ time record (Sec) 800/span 800/span

Window Functions: Flat Top, Hann, Uniform, Force, Expo-
nential and User-Defined

i'_-i'_-MeasurementFuncti°ns""“”‘“ Window Parameters: FlatTop Hann Uniform

The following table lists the functions the analyzer can measure £:,lZ'Z?S|Ep(:#;/ BW O-478 O-188 O-125
directly based on the selected measurement mode. The meas-
urement modes are abbreviated as: LN (linear resolution), LG 3 dB BW Q45 Q185 (1125
(log resolution), SS (swept sine) and TC (time capture). (°/0 Of Span)

Time Domain Measurements Shape la¢t0l 36 9_1 716
Filtered Time Record LN * ,TC (60 dB BW/3 dB BW)
Compressed Time Buffer (up to 10 records; - - - _

Chm 1 Chm 2) Tc Q/pi|<:alrl]2ea||Tir1,1e |Bajndwidths.

Orbits (chnl 1 versus chnl 2) LN * !"9 2° anne ~ S'“9 6 ‘SP QY - Z

Input Time Record (full span; chans 1 & 2) LN * ,LG,SS,TC %'“%'e'§ha“"|e'~ Fafl gYe'|a9'“9 lg mz
Auto Correlation (chnl 1 & 2) LN * Ha ‘C anne r 5'"?! e ‘SP 81>’ Z
Cross COrre|atiOn LN * Dual-channel, Fast Averaging 5 kHz
|mpu|se Response |_N * Throughput to CS/80 disc

. S l - h I 12.5 kH
Frequency Domain Measurements D'ng|_eE am? 6'25 KHZ
Input Linear Spectrum (full span; chans 1 & 2) LN * ,LG,SS,TC U C anne Z

Filtered Linear Spectrum (chnl 1 & 2) Ll[:ll*
Power Spectrum (chnl 1 & 2) *, , ,

Power Spectral Density (PSD; chnl 1 & 2) LN*,LG,TC A""P"t"°'°
Square ROOT OT P35 (Qhnl 1 81 2) |-N I »LGrTC Accuracy: Defined as Full Scale Accuracy at any of the calcu-
Energy Spectral Density (E59; Chill 1 & 2) LN TC lated frequency points. Overall accuracy for Linear or Log-
CF05-5 POWGF SF>eCWm_ l-N rl-G55 arithmic Resolution Mode is the sum of the absolute accuracy,
Flequency Responser ll" "QQUQRCY $l9a<3ln9 l-N53 window flatness and noise level. Overall accuracy for Swept
Frequency Response. leg frequency Spacing L653 sine is the sum of absolute accuracy and noise level.
Coherence Function (with averaging) LN *,LG,SS Input connections

A.'"P"*"de Domain Measurements , Cases 1 and 2 are the recommended input connections. For
Histogram (chnl 1 & 2) LN ,TC - - - -Probabmty Density Function (PDF; Chm 1 & 2) LN , TC thes/e czses, the amplitude accuracy specified below is

Cumulative Density Function (CDF; chnl 1 & 2) LN *,TC app ’°a e"

Demodulation is a valid pre-processing function for all starred gag’,
Linear Resolution measurements (LN *) when zooming. All Lin-
ear and Log Resolution measurements can be performed on Case 7 mpu, S,-gna,

Time Throughout data with the exception of full span Linear
Spectrum and lnput Time Record.

Frequency

Measurement Range: 64 uljlz to 100 kHz, both channels, Input Channel

single- or dual-channel operation BN5 connecm,

Accuracy: -_g 0.004% of frequency reading case 2

Resolution: Span/800, both channels, single- or dual-
channel operation, Linear Resolution mode

lnput Signal

Common
Mode
Signal
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Cases 3 and 4 are input connections which degrade amplitude Noise Floor: Flat top window, 50 (2 source impedance,
accuracy. For these cases, the amplitude accuracy specied - 51 dBV range
be/ow must be modified with the accuracy adders. 20 Hz to 1 kHz (1 kHz span) < -126 dBV (~ 134 dBV/\/Hz)

1 kHz to 100 kHz (100 kHz span) < -116 dBV
Case 3 (-144 0|BV/\/Hz)

Dynamic Range: All distortion (intermodulation and har-
monic), spurious and alias products 3 80 dB below full scale

,. /nrwt Channel input range (16 averages)
common BNC Connector
Mode
Signal input Signal a»

Phase

Accuracy: Single channel, input connections as specied
above in Cases 1 and 2; referenced to the trigger point
<10 kHz 1 2.5 degrees

1 10 kHz to 100 kHz i 12.0 degrees
Case 4 :1-mi. 0

/nput Signal A |nput5“ common l§(,’@;‘§§§,’,’e”§]’O, Input lmpedance:1 M0 1 5% shunted by <100 pF
Mode Input Coupling: The inputs may be ac or dc coupled; ac
Signal /mm Signal B rollotf is < 3 dB at1 Hz

Crosstalk: - 140 dB (50 Q source, 50 0 input termination,
input connectors shielded)
Common Mode Rejection:
OHZto 66 Hz 80 dB
66 Hz to 500 Hz 65 dB

gbsfillg A°°|lt?:=Y= Common Mode Voltage: dc to 500 Hz
ing e anne anne or anne .

1 0.15 as i 0.015% of input range (+ 27 dBV to - 40 dB\/, '“F’“‘ Range <°'BV ms) MaX""“”‘ (ac + dc)
input connections as specified in Cases1 and 2 above) + 27 IO — 12 i 420 Vpeak
ii 0.25 dB 1-0.025% otinput r_ange(-41 dBV to -51 dB\/, —18to —51 i 18.0 Vpeak*
input connections as specified in Cases1 and 2 above) *FOr the 43 to 51dBVmputrangeSYCOmmon mode Sigma“

DC R9$P°"$e5 levels can not exceed i 18 Vpeak or (Input Range) + (Common
- lnput Range (dBV rms) dc Level l\/lode Rejection), whichever is the lesser level.

+ 27 to _ 35 >30 dB be|OW fun some Common Mode Voltage: 500 Hz to 100 kHz. The ac part of
the signal is limited to 42 Vpeak or (Input Range) + (10 dB),' 36 to _ 51 >20 dB below M Scale whichever is the lesser level.

I Frequency Response Channel Match: Common Mode Distortion: For the levels specied, distor-
1 i 0.1 dB, i 0.5 degree (input connections as specied in tion of common mode signals will be less than the level of the

Cases 1 and 2) rejected common mode signal.
Accuracy Adder: Single-channel, inputs connected as Exten-|a| Trigger mput Impedance; Typically 50 kt} i 5%
Shown ‘ll C3595 3 and 4 above External Sampling Input: TTL compatible input tor signals
Add 1 0.35 dB and i 4.0 degrees to the absolute accuracy. 3 256 KHZ (nomma| maximum Samp|e rate)
Accuracy Adder: Dual-channel measurements Exte|-na| Reference mput;
Add i 0.35 dB and i 4.0 degrees once for each input con— |nputFrequenCieS,1! 2‘ 5 or 10 MHZ i 0010/0
nected as shown in Cases 3 and 4 above. Ampmude Range; O dgm to _,_ 20 dgm (50 Q)’ Window Flatness:
FlatTop: +0, -0.01 dB

Hann; +0, -1.5 dB
Uniform: +0, -4.0
Effective Log. Resolution Window Flatness:
+1,72, - 5.56 dB

I
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Trigger General

Trigger Modes: Free Run, lnput Channel 1, Input Channel 2, Specifications apply when AUTO CAL is enabled, or within
Source and External Trigger. Free Run applies to all Measure 5°C and 2 hrs of last internal calibration.
ment Modes; Input Channel t, lnput Channel 2, Source and Ambrerrt temperature; Q9 te 550 Qt
External Trigger apply to the Linear Resolution, Time Capture Re|etr\,e Htrmrdrty; $950/O at 4Qe@_
and Time Throughput measurement modes. Altitude: 5 4,572 m (15,000 ft.)
Trigger Conditions: storage;
Free Run: A new measurement is initiated by the completion of Temperature; _ 4Q° to + 75e@_

ttte erevteue measurement. Altitude: 5 15240 in (50,000 rt.)
Input: A new measurement is initiated when the input signal to Power;
either Channel t or Channel 2 meets the specified trigger con- 115 \/AC + 100/or _ 25%, 48 to 440 HZ
ditions. Trigger Level range is i11O°/0 of Full Scale Input 239 \/AC, .r_ ‘|Q0/Q, _ 150/or 43 te 66 HZ
Range; Trigger Level is user-selected in steps of (Input Range 450 \/A maximum
in volts)/128. weight:

i Source: Measurements are synchronized with the periodic sig- 26 kg (56 tbs) net
nal types (burst random, sine chirp and burst chirp). 35 kg (77 me) ertrppme

External: A new measurement is initiated by a signal applied Dimensions;
i to the front panel External Trigger input. Trigger Level range is 222 mm (375 rrr) high ‘

110 Vpeak; Trigger Level is user selected in 80 mV steps. 426 mm (1675 in) Wide
Trigger Delay: 578 mm (22.75 in) deep
Pre»Trigger: The measurement can be based on data from t to |-|p-|B;
4096 samples (t/2048 to 2 time records) prior to trigger condi- |mp|emer1tetrert er |EEE gtd 483-1978
tions being met Resolution ist sample (t/2048 of a time 3|-|1 At-|1 T5 T50 L4 LE0 5R1 RL1 PPO DQ1 D71 CQ

record)» Supports the 9tXX and 794X families of HP disc drives as
Post-Trigger: The measurement is initiated from 1 to 65,536 well as Hewlett-Packard Graphics Language (HP-GL)
samples (1/2048 to 32 time records) after the trigger conditions digital plotters.

‘ are met. Resolution ist sample (1/2048 of a time record). Accessories |ne|uded;
Operating, Programming and Service Manuals
Accessories:

S°"'°° Transit case for one HP 3562/-\
Band limited, band translated random noise, burst random, HP F’/N 9211-2663
sine chirp, burst chirp, as well as fixed sine and swept sine Q|-¢;|ering||1fQ|-matign; U_S_ rret erreee er1|y
signals are available from the front panel Source output. DC HP 3562A Dynamic Signal Analyzer
Offset is also userselectable. Qptign 907 Front Herte|e Kit

Output Impedance: 50 Q i 5 0 Option 908 Rack Mount Kit
Output Level: Between -10 and +10 v peak (ac + dc) into Oetten 909 Fteek Mount end Frent Handle Kit
a Z 10 kQ, <tOOO pF load. Maximum current = 20 mA. OPTIC" 910 Ema Opelatlng Manuals
AC Level: i 5 Vpeak (2 ioko, <1o0o pF load) Opllol‘ 914 De'e‘e Se"’*°e Mama‘
DC Offset: i 10 Vpeak in 100 mV steps. Residual offset at O V
offset 510 m\/.

°/o In-Band Energy: (1 kHz span, 5 kHz center frequency)
Random Noise: 70°/o
Sine Chirp: 85°/o

Accuracy and Purity: Fixed or Swept Sine
Flatness: i tdB
Distortion: (including subharmonics)
dc to 10 kHz — 60 dB Q
10 kHzto 100 kHz - 40 dB

For more information, call your local HP sales ollice listed in the telephone directory white pages Ask for the Electronic lnsti uments Department Or write to Hewlett—Packard U.S.A.: P O
Box t0301 Palo Alto. CA 943030890 Europe: P O. Box 999. H80 AZ Amstelveen The Netherlands Canada: 6877 Goreway Drive. Mississauga L4V1M8_ Ontario Japan: Yokogawa
Hewlett—Packard Ltd 32921 Takaido»Higashi sUQlf‘l<3l'l’ll—kLJ_ Tokyo 168 Elsewhere in the world write Hewlett—Packard Intercontinental, 3495 DeerCreek Road, Palo Alto CA 94304 USA
Printed in U.S.A. Data and Prices are subject to change 5954.795-,5 
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